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Abstract— As technology advances, it becomes very feasible to have multiple products with multiple brands also with 
multiple features. Each of which individually might be perceived as useful.  However on the contrary, it also becomes 
difficult for user to select from wide range of features. Inspite of all pros and cons the biggest challenge currently faced by a 
consumer today is to choose the best product out of multiple brands. In this paper, we present a novel methodology for best 
product selection. If there are same products with multiple brands like laptop(product) with many company brands (Sony, 
Dell, HP) then we provide system to select product easily from different models with same features. This Feature weight 
analysis method provides result with best features. Using this method customer can select best product easily by comparing 
different models of product. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Internet is increasingly used as a channel for sales 
and marketing of the many products like laptops, 
cameras, mobile phones, washing machines, car, 
bikes, music system etc.  Huge number of people 
purchase products through the Internet.[5] The main 
problem that the customers face is how to find the 
product and compare with millions of products. It is 
even crucial for a vendor to find out about the 
customer’s preferences for various products. 
Customers find difficult to select product of particular 
brand and compare with product of another brand as 
there are number of features available for particular 
product.[1][2]   
In the World Wide Web era, activity of comparing the 
products typically involves: 

1. Search for relevant web pages containing 
information about the targeted products. 

2. Find competing products, read reviews, and 
identify pros and cons. 

3. Then again compare that with other product.  
 
Basically it is very time consuming process. 
Costumers waste time to find the models of different 
companies and compare their features manually. 
 
In this paper, we are focusing on selecting the best 
product out of huge number of products with the some 
of similar features. For customer analysis we are 
providing the weightage between those products, so 
that customer can know the difference between best 
product and another selected product. For example, 
given an product like laptop, A firm Dell model “dell 
Vostro 2420” and a firm Sony model “F15215”, we 
want to find comparative analysis and the best product 
between those two models. In general, it is difficult to 
decide if two products are comparable or not since 
people do compare apples and oranges for various 
reasons. For example, “Ford” and “BMW” might be 
comparable as “car manufacturers” or as “market 

segments that their products are targeting”, but we can 
rarely see those people who compare “Ford Focus” 
and “BMW 428i” as they are car model of that 
company. Similarly in the case of laptop also we are 
focusing on laptop models and their features. 
Customers want to compare the models of that 
company, so in this system we are providing easy to 
select product of different companies or different 
brands. Things also get more complicated when an 
entity has several features. For example, one might 
compare “iPhone” and “PSP” as “portable game 
player” while compare “iPhone” and “Nokia N95” as 
“mobile phone”. We would like to help users explore 
alternatives, i.e. helping them to make a decision 
among comparable items. For example, it is 
reasonable to recommend “Laptop price” or “Laptop 
ram size” if a user is interested in “Laptop”, but we 
would not compare them with “mobile price” or 
“Camera price”.[4] However, items that are 
comparable with “Laptop” are their models with 
different companies .We should compare laptop 
model of “Dell” with the laptop model of “Sony” or 
“HP” which were found in comparative questions 
asked by users as those particular products would 
have same features like “price”, ”ram”, ”processor”, 
”OS”, ”HDD” etc. Users are not supposed to compare 
laptop with camera .There is no comparison between 
“dell Vostro 2420” and camera “Nicon 3100” as their 
features are different like camera include “lenses”, 
“LCD Screen”, ”Speed light”, “Batteries” etc which 
are not comparable with the features of the mobile or 
laptop.[6][7] So we generate separate sections for 
every different product and then calculate weight for 
every feature. The calculated weights are assigned to 
their product as per their sorted values. 
 
II.PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
Proposed Architecture is developed to get the best 
product while user purchasing things. Comparing one 
thing with another is typical human decision making 
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process.[6] In this architecture we are giving various 
options to user for selecting the product by calculating 
their features. When user types the comparative 
question then the system identifies whether it is 
comparable or not. If question is comparable then it 
will extract the comparable products from the given 
question. Once we get the products then we can apply 
“Feature Weight Analysis Method”. This method is 
useful to rank every feature of the product as their 
value. For some products few features are integer 
while others are having non-integer .For example, we 
cannot calculate some features for laptop like OS and 
Processor. Those features do not contain integer 
values, so we can assign rating for them. This method 
is very useful to select best product out of several 
company models. 
 

 
Figure 1: System Architecture 

 
Feature Based Weight Analysis Method 
In this method, total weight of each product will be 
calculated by adding weight of every attributes of 
single item. The attributes whose values will be 
numeric would be calculated using step 1 directly. 
Weight of other non-numeric attributes will be 
calculated using step 2. Then it would sum these 
weights which will return weight of single item. 
 
Step 1 
Find mean = sum of columns/ total rows(or items). 
Find out the max value among all items. 
Assign x= weight (feature rank) to max value  
x= mean + (total rows-count). 
Again find the max among remaining items and 
assign weight to them. 
Follow these steps until all values are exhausted. 
 
This weight calculation will be for that features whose 
value will contain integer values. 
For example price, memory, camera lenses. 
 
The system would assign some weight (w) to all 
attributes. 
For example, 
(w1) Price: 3 
(w2) RAM: 5 
(w3) HDD: 4 

Then total rank (of each item) = w1x1+w2x2+w3x3 
 
Step 2 
System will take rating from users for some features 
like OS, Processor and then it will find its average as 
weight. 
Let us take an example of products in laptop (Table 
1).As we know there are many company brands of 
laptop are available with different configuration of 
features, like different price, ram, processor, HDD etc. 
Customer is always focusing on best feature of the 
products. Here by using feature weight method, we 
are calculating the weight of every product feature 
value and combine them into proper order (Table II). 
 
TABLE 1: Comparison table of laptop which contain 

original values (Price, Ram, HDD) 

 
 
By using following formula let us generate weight 
values for ram. 
x= (int) mean_ram+(max_ram_size-k) *a 
where, 
a = rank assigned by system to that product. 
k = max size . 
 
Suppose value of a is 5 then calculate mean as 
follows, 
mean_ram   =ଵାଶାଷାସାହାାା଼

଼
 

                     = R 
 
x =R+(8 - k)*a 
This method repeats this step until all values of ram 
are exhausted. We can observe the values of ram are 
assigned as per its original value to their model in 
Table 2. Here the method assigns weight to every 
model as per their column value. For example, prices 
are different for every model so they would be sorted. 
Then by applying method as per calculation we get 
different value for price that is called “Weight”. 
 

TABLE  2: Feature Weight Values after calculation 
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Now when the customer wants to compare the 
products, he has to input the question or query. First 
the question is analyzed to see if it contains 
comparative entity or not. If succeeds then those 
comparative entities are extracted from the question or 
query.  Now system will find the id of those products 
from TABLE 1. It would be mapped with Table 2 
which contains feature weight analysis after 
calculation. Customers can assign rating for the non-
numeric value like OS, Processor from 1 to 5. 

 
TABLE 3: Feature Weight values for non-integer 

features whose rating assigned by users 

 
 
The system will make sum of those product value 
features by using the value from TABLE 2 and 
TABLE 3 which has feature weight calculated using 
the numeric and non-numeric values. The product 
which gets maximum value is shown as the best 
product. The result is obviously the amalgamation of 
impact of various features. 
 
The analysis is further extended to decide the usability 
of the other product with respect to the best product. 
The idea is that generally while comparing two 
products when we declare one of the products as best 
then the other product need not be worst, it could 
sometimes be as efficient as the best one. Only due to 
numeric comparison, the best product might have got 
the little higher weightage. Hence the system 
calculates percentage of efficiency of the other 
product with respect to the best product using the 
following formula. 
 
PE = Wt / Best Wt * 100; 
 
Where, 
 
PE = Percentage Efficiency  
Wt = Weight of product  
Best Wt = Weight of Best product 
 
After such an analysis, we may get the result in 
following structure. 
 
Best Product = X  (Weight = 72) 
Other Product = Y  (Weight = 59) 
 
Then the system calculated percentage efficiency 
would be as follows: 
 
Percentage Efficiency = 59 / 72 * 100 = 81.94 % 
 
It clearly shows that the other product is also quite 
efficient as compared to the other product. If the 

percentage efficiency of the other product drops 
below 50% then it clearly indicates that the other 
product is not good as compared to the best product. 
 
On the basis of both usability study and consumers’ 
inferences about the effects of adding a feature weight 
method  to a product, we predict that perceived 
product usability, or the consumer’s beliefs about the 
difficulty of selecting  and purchasing  the product, 
would decrease the time of searching the product and 
compare that with the another product. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
This system first provide the customer to select the 
product of  the different company models to compare 
with each other.  
 
The system allows user to from a simple comparable 
question which would be then used by the system to 
extract the comparable entitis. By applying feature 
weight analysis method we can rank the feature of the 
product based on their values. It help to calculate total 
value of the selected products by the customer. The 
customer can select the product with the best features 
out of selected products. 
 
The system also prepares analysis of the other product 
to determine its percentage efficiency with respect to 
the best product. This also helps in strenghening the 
belief on the best product. 
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